OWN, CREATE, PLAY AND EARN
The VUCOWORLD creators are building a prestigious virtual world where
players can build, own, and monetize their virtual experiences using VUCO, the
main utility token of VUCOWORLD.
VUCOWORLD Metaverse is designed as a virtual world that allows users to carry
out real-life tasks. Here, they’ll be able to work, have fun, shop, exercise, socialize,
and create their own lifestyle. What’s more interesting is that they can also set up
their own businesses, buy land, make art, and go to concerts – all in a virtual
environment.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

VUCOWORLD aims to innovate and create a lifestyle within a metaverse. It visions a
future of you, rather than buying clothes for your closet, you might buy clothes for your
avatar online, making it forever young and flawless. Also, rather than buying a piece
of art to hang on your wall, you might buy a piece of NFT digital art to display in a
virtual gallery, which has the potential to generate income in the future.
Cryptocurrencies will be the main form of exchange in the metaverse. VUCOWORLD’s
native token, the VUCO Coin will serve as the main exchange for goods and services.
So when you visit VUCOWORLD, you will need VUCO Coin if you want to buy
anything. Of course, every virtual economy needs money. Cryptocurrencies work like
virtual cash in virtual worlds. Transactions are almost instantaneous and the
blockchain technology behind them is designed to build trust and ensure security.
VUCO Coin will be traded on Cryptocaptrades and holders of this coin can use it to
buy land in VUCOWORLD Metaverse. No other coins will be accepted until we create
the Digital land 1155 NFT smart contract on Opensea. Once the VUCOWorld NFT
1155 deeds are created, the buyer can sell the property or wait for offers.

NFTs
There’s another aspect of blockchain and cryptocurrency that’s key to
metaverses: Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs).
NFTs can be pieces of art, sports trading cards, in-game items, and much more.
They are essentially unique digital items, where the ownership and other information
is coded into the token.
NFTs are transforming the gaming industry because they allow people to own and
profit from the items they earn or build in the game — and carry those profits or
items into real life. Before, if you participated in a game like Axie Infinity (AXS), the
rewards you built up would only have value in that game. Now, Axie players earn
rewards in cryptocurrency that have value outside the game.
It’s that idea of ownership that makes NFTs so important for virtual
worlds. NFTs means people can buy and own land in the metaverse. People can
buy and create NFT avatars to move around in virtual worlds. They can also create
and sell items for their avatars — like the digital clothes we mentioned earlier.

COMPARISON OF FUNGIBLE VS NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN

Through the use of NFTs, VUCOWORLD users will be able to benefit from:
•

•

•

•

DIGITAL OWNERSHIP: Users of VUCOWORLD are the true and perpetual
owners of their digital items, even if the world became obsolete. With
blockchain, every virtual world item can be tokenized, allowing users to decide
how they want to trade, sell or gift their items.
SECURITY AND IMMUTABILITY: All Virtual world items can be easily
tokenized and traded in the primary and secondary markets that are managed
and facilitated by BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY. Fraud and theft are
minimized on the blockchain because it is distributed ledger.
TRADING: Blockchain-based platforms can provide users with ultimate
control over their digital assets. They can buy and sell items freely without
concern of being taken advantage of or be worried about the platform closing
down and losing all value of their virtual world items.
CROSS APPLICATION INTEROPERABILITY: Blockchain provides the
capacity for virtual worlds to utilize shared ASSETS. ASSETS, AVATARS,
LAND can be used in other worlds that allow it. This means the virtual world
items are no longer confined by a narrow digital ecosystem.

VUCOWORLD metaverse uses several tokens to create a circular economy between
all the profiles of users who will interact with its platform, creators and land owners.
VUCO COIN is a token based on the ERC20 protocol, these tokens act as the official
currency in the ecosystem when purchasing goods and services within the platform
marketplace.
WHAT ARE VUCO TOKENS AND WHAT ARE THEY USED FOR?
VUCO token is the native currency of VUCOWORLD AND essential part of the
virtual world. It is a cryptocurrency (ERC 20) token paired with ETHEREUM,
currently the 2nd largest most traded crypto currency on the market today, and 2nd
largest market cap of over $500 billion USD. These tokens can be used to buy
AVATARS, WERABLES, LAND, REAL ESTATE, BILLBOARDS and many more
within the marketplace.
VUCO is a governance token that allows holders to participate in governance
decisions of the platform, using a DAO structure.

VUCOWORLD PLATFORM
The VUCOWORLD team’s mission is to build a system where users will be able to
buy, create, share, sale and trade without central control, enjoying secure copyright
ownership with the ability to earn VUCO.
There are currently over 500 million creation games and 160 million monthly active
users on the market today, but the current problem with all of these creation gaming
platforms are:
•
•

The centralization of user-generated content, limits the creator rights and
ownership
Central control over the trading of virtual goods created by the users, restricts
users from generating fair value for their creations, limiting what they can or
cannot sell, and taking a significant portion of the sales revenue.

•
•

VOXEL art, which can be difficult to prove creative ownership of works,
especially as content is copied, altered, and built upon.
Existing game marketplaces are based upon FIAT CURRENCIES, which do
not support true microtransactions and are vulnerable to credit card fraud that
can unbalance in virtual world economies.

LAND AND LAND MAPS
Each land parcel purchased will become a non-fungible token (NFT, ERC 721, or
1155) which means it is unique and cannot be forged or duplicated, the same as
physical land in real life. VUCO World guarantees you exclusive ownership upon
purchasing one. Anybody can buy, sell, or rent land at any time, peer-to-peer on the
official VUCO World Marketplace, or via OpenSea where the digital land for VUCO
World will be minted.
The total is 100,000 Pieces Limited Resource. The VUCOWorld metaverse
encompasses 100,000 pieces of land or parcels. Each parcel is 16 square
meters, roughly 50 feet by 50 feet. So, the land is a limited resource in VUCO
World as it is in the real world. Building in VUCO World can be done in two ways:
One is using the VUCO World new Builder Tool Set that will be easy to use no skill
required menu. The other is through Purchasing Prefabricated buildings and homes
inside VUCO World prefabricated sites or from other outside builders who already
have ready-made hundreds of different designs ready to be erected on VUCO World
Digital Land sites.
In the metaverse of VucoWorld after you buy parcels of digital land, or develop them,
you will be able to flip them for a tidy profit. Besides for entrepreneurs or business
owners, there are multiple other ways to make money from Purchasing digital real
estate in VucoWorld as real money can be made. The land parcels are represented
by their own NFT. Exactly like a parallel universe, as VUCO World metaverse blends
both the physical and digital worlds. Simply speaking, it’s like a shared virtual world
in which anything that exists, in reality, is also possible in the VucoWorld.

Users can shop, study, meet with friends, go to concerts and galleries, and even do
business. All users need to have to enter the space are their avatars which you will
create for free by connecting your Meta Mask wallet on set up. The key thing about
VucoWorld metaverse release is decentralization. VucoWorld virtual world will be
built on a blockchain, particularly on Ethereum. This means the smart contracts are
governed mostly by DAOs, not by any central authority. Autonomous worlds use
cryptocurrencies to run the VucoWorld economies.
VucoWorld will make available 100,000 properties in different districts in the world.
The best place to buy land in VucoWorld would be in the diamond district located in
Nova, Aurora, Alden, and Easton. In VucoWorld there are 25 districts. The districts in
VucoWorld are Diamond, Platinum, Gold, Silver, Bronze, Emerald, Ruby, Kashmir,
Pearl, Greenland, Opal, Vuco Island, Eridu, Uruk, Jericho, Augustine, Isle of Skye,
Canaimia, pitons, Kirstenbosch, Telluride, Atlantis, Pink lakes, Algarve, and
Sarakiniko.

Pre-Launch PRICE per city are as follows:

Only VucoCoin Holders can buy land who have registered at www.vucoworld.com, in
addition, their VucoCoin must have a free trading status and the VucoCoin must
already be available in their wallets starting December 30th, 2021. No other purchases
can be made with any other Cryptocurrency until the new landowners have received
their minted NFT digital land deed pictures and smart contract title deeds in their digital
wallets. The digital NFT will be created and delivered using Opensea. Once the minted
land deed NFT digital ERC1155 has been received by the new landowners. Ethereum
will be the only other accepted coin where new buyers can either bid to buy land or
buy land at an agreed price by sellers who own and control land inside VucoWorld. In
VucoWorld there is a fully subscribed value and price when all land has been
purchased in each district. See the Fully described cash price in Value when all land
parcels are fully Subscribed in each district starting with the Diamond District. Each
District will contain 4 cities In each of the city’s 1,024 digital Land parcels in each city
totaling 4,096 parcels of land in each district. The Diamond district only sells plot sizes
starting with a minimum land purchase of 32×32 land parcels. However, the map in
every district is calculated at 16×16 per land parcel at its lowest price and smallest
parcels of land. VucoWorld freehold will retain 30% of the total parcels for city
roads, bridges, and trees. VucoWorld New Landowners will purchase a maximum of
40% of the total parcels in each city VucoWorld will remain owners of and retain 30%
of digital land.
The allocation of plots and assets for each District is described below.
Vuco World Worth

($5,983,880,000)

Roads and Infrastructure @30%

($1,795,164,000)

City Property @30%

($1,795,164,000)

Plots for Sale @40%

($2,393,552,000)

AVATAR EXAMPLES
An AVATAR is an in-game vocal representation of a player, which may be
modified piece by piece by the user. An avatar has creation specifications and
the format comes with a default set of animations such as walking, running,
jumping, fighting, etc. The avatars can be modified piece by piece by using
VUCO to purchase unique, funky, and Gucci drip wear within the marketplace.

VUCOWORLD REVENUE STREAMS
•

LAND SALES - Digital land is in high demand, in what is already a highly
lucrative market as the past week’s nonfungible token (NFT) and Metaverse
sales figures revealed. Data from industry metrics platform NonFungible.com
indicates that there has been more than $300 million in NFT sales over the
past week. Of that total, almost a quarter has been for digital land. A patch of
virtual real estate in the online world sold for a record $2.4 million worth of
cryptocurrency. 50% locked up for 12 months, then being sold in auction sales
and proceeds will go to the company’s treasury.

•

NFT SALES - The non-fungible token (NFT) market has exploded this year
into a $27 billion segment of the crypto market according to a new report from
Chainalysis, which underscored what separates the most profitable digital
collectors from the rest. NFTs are a family of crypto assets that hold
ownership of unique data linked to a blockchain — most often Ethereum
(ETH-USD). They can be packaged as digital collectibles, works of art, music,
video game items, real estate of virtual reality platforms like VucoWorld, and
even concert tickets. 25 % of NFT sales will be transferred to the company
reserve with a lock-up period of 6 months.
VIRTUAL RENTAL PROPERTIES - VucoWorld will sell 40% of its Metaverse
and developers can sell their virtual land parcels as a blank space. Meaning,
that owners have full creativity to build whatever they want: be it a hotel, an
art gallery, a casino, a cinema, or a sports stadium, Horse tracks, racetracks,
or even amusement parks ext. It’s the new digital landowner’s choice of what
to build and how to charge users. The opportunities to generate revenue are
endless, from renting a building to charging admission fees or selling
advertising space. Not to mention the fact that the virtual property itself could
be an investment, the value of which might grow over time.

•

•

ADVERTISING – Owning billboards in prime districts could generate some of
the wealthiest users within VUCOWORLD to your place. Of businesses, as
well as a passive income opportunity for either renting out the billboards ad
space or a complete sale of that billboard on OPENSEA marketplace.

There are a total of 500 billboards that will be placed in prime locations all around
VUCOWORLD, some will be located in the wealthiest of districts and some will be in
the not so prestigious districts of the world. The order below starts from the most
prestigious billboard to the least in order from left to right:
#1 Diamond, #2 Platinum, #3 GOLD, #4 Silver, #5 Bronze
https://opensea.io/collection/vucoworld-billboards

25 % of the sales will go to a staking pool as rewards for VUCO TOKEN holders, the remaining
75% will be allocated to the foundation.

MARKET OVERVIEW
New York, US, Dec. 14, 2021, Morgan Stanley envisions the Metaverse as an $8
trillion potential market that will likely become the “next-generation social networking,
streaming, and gaming virtual reality platform.”
https://vuuzletvph.com/8-trillion-addressable-market-a-look-into-vuco-worldspotential/
In 2020, the virtual reality gaming industry was valued at USD 6.26 billion. In the
period 2021-2028, the market is expected to increase at a CAGR of 31.4 percent,
from USD 7.92 billion in 2021 to USD 53.44 billion in 2028.
Eminent Industry Players Profiled in Metaverse Market Are:
•
VUCOWORLD
•
Facebook, Inc
•
Tencent Holdings Ltd
•
ByteDance Ltd
•
NetEase Inc
•
Nvidia Corporation
•
Epic Games, Inc
•
Roblo Corporation
•
Unity Technologies, Inc
•
Lilith games
•
Nextech AR solution corp.
•
Decentraland
•
Sandbox
MAJOR FEATURES IN THE PRESS
$8 Trillion Addressable Market: A Look Into VUCO World’s
Potential: https://vuuzletvph.com/8-trillion-addressable-market-a-look-into-vucoworldspotential/?fbclid=IwAR2WaWncZxHX3z9r5ZqUxVzvgz9GrJyzRUoFqOM_Vlr4oIsLoj
0CYL8MG9k
$27 Billion USD spent on NFT IN 2021 so far…..: https://vuuzletvph.com/nftsexplode-into-27b-phenomenon-as-investors-in-vuco-world-with-bigger-bags-putthem-to-work-though-buying-vucocoin-for-digital-land-sale/ IT’S MORE THAN
JUST A TREND: VUCOWorld to innovate lifestyle within a
Metaverse: https://vuuzletvph.com/vucoworld-to-innovate-lifestyle-within-ametaverse/
Virtual land in the metaverse dominated NFT sales over past week as
VucoWorld Executive get ready for Digital land Pre-sales of $130

Million: https://vuuzletvph.com/virtual-land-in-the-metaverse-dominated-nft-salesover-past-week-as-vucoworld-executive-get-ready-for-digital-land-pre-sales-of-130million/ Advertising in the VucoWorld Metaverse will help you get millions of
dollars: https://vuuzletvukraine.com/advertising-in-the-vucoworld-metaverse-willhelp-you-get-millions-of-dollars/
VUCOCOIN INITIAL PRIVATE OFFERING FOR ACCREDITED INVESTORS
VUCOCOIN is a holding company that holds the assets for the consortium.
Shareholders will receive VUCOCOIN/ special tokens for future trading on CRYPTO
CAP TRADES, www.cryptocaptrades.com. Special tokens will allow the purchase of
ERC1155 special digital land in VUCO WORLD. Tokens received have been created
with smart contracts on the blockchain under ERC20. VUCOCOIN will begin trading
when UNISWAP has been connected to our license.
VUCOCOIN is aiming to raise around $137,500, 000 USD with the sale to private
accredited investors of 25 million VUCO tokens.
Offering price: $5.50 per token
FLOAT: 2 Billion

IN DEPTH ANALYSIS OF CURRENT MARKET CAPACITY OF VUCO TOKENS
As of December 1, 2021, the current rate for 1 VUCO token is $5.50. The maximum
supply of VUCO TOKENS is 2 Billion, This gives VUCO market capacity of $11
Billion. Currently VUCO has already issued approximately 50 million acquired tokens
to its pioneer shareholders, valued at $275M at the rate of $5.50 per token. 80% of
these holdings will be held for a year, 20% can be sold.
The insiders and angel investors of the company own and control approximately 120
million tokens valued at $660M, this is at the rate of $5.50 per token.
VUCO intends to sale 25 million tokens at $5.50 per token.
Allocations of funds:
•
Grow the development team and infrastructure for VUCOWORLD – 45%
•
Marketing – creators acquisition and IP licenses for NFT developments – 45%
•
Security, legal and compliance expenses – 7%
•
General and Administrative Expenses – 3%
Investors for VUCOCOIN include, but are not limited to:
•
Accredited investors
•
Cryptocurrency Investors
•
NFT owners and creators
•
METAVERSE investors

TECHNOLOGY
Blockchain technology is used to record ownership of tokens and allow owners to
transfer/sell/use them without restriction. IPFS is used to store the actual digital
asset and ensure the asset cannot be changed without owner permission.
Three different blockchain protocols will be integrated into The VUCOWORLD stack:
● ERC-20 for VUCO; and
● ERC-1155 and ERC-721 for the Digital Assets storage and trading.
FUTURE TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATIONS
Why are we using Ethereum? We found many benefits to do so as detailed below:
● Ease of use: Ethereum has been built with flexibility in mind, which perfectly fits
our use case with Asset tokens. Ethereum also has the largest number of
developers, which allows for well-established standards, best practices and
support;
● Robustness: It is, as of today, among the most robust blockchain protocols: its
wide adoption makes the network validated by many and thus more secure; and
● Interoperability: Ethereum is a protocol, a base layer on top of which all
applications can build and interact with each other.
The main issue faced by Ethereum today is often said to be its scaling issue.
Blockchains are based on three pillars: Security, Decentralization and Scalability
(throughput). Historically, Ethereum always put security and decentralization first, at
the cost of scalability and some technological improvements need to be made at the
base layer to support traffic at scale. On most public blockchains like Ethereum, this
is one of the main current concerns, and lots of efforts are in progress to solve those
scaling issues, without sacrificing the blockchain trilemma.
Ethereum is a blockchain that has been proven by thousands of Apps and
developers for its robustness and offering a large ecosystem, resources and support
from developers.
MULTIPLE CLASS FIUNGIBLE TOKEN
At VUCOWORLD, we spend a lot of time looking at how to preserve security and
integrity for ASSETS on the blockchain while still allowing the speed and flexibility
that users and creators demand. As with many aspects of VIRTUAL WORLD design,
you can’t get everything you want easily, so it’s a matter of balancing elements to
implement the best solution
The ERC-1155 standard was designed to support the management of millions of
tokens. On top of that our ASSET contract is also ERC-721 compliant and allows
multiple unique items to be created by a single smart contract with the benefit of
keeping the ERC-721 interface to allow interoperability with other Marketplaces and
games

In The VUCOWORLD, users will have full control over their ASSETS, by being able
to create them, but also have the possibility to buy, sell, and trade those same
ASSETS in The VUCOWORLD Marketplace using our VUCO token currency.
INTEROPERABILITY
As we use Ethereum as the substrate of our ERC-1155/ERC721 implementation,
any platform/wallet that supports ERC-1155/ERC-721 will be able to inspect and use
our ASSET. This means independent developers could rely on the plethora of
ASSETS our players will be creating.
The Sandbox gaming environment will be divided into 2 types of tokens:
● VUCO (our VIRTUAL WORLD currency used across the system)
● LAND
● MARKETPLACE
VUCO – ERC20
LAND – ERC721
MARKETPLACE/AVATARS/REAL ESTATE ETC – ERC1155/ERC721
Tokens contracts are responsible for:
•
Keeping track of the creator (the address used to mint the token)
•
Ownership
•
Transfers
•
Emitting events when the state changes
WALLETS
We minimize the security risk on our backend by reducing the responsibility of hot
wallets that are only used for referral and whitelisting.
The other wallets are cold storage wallets that hold responsibility for updating the
platform with new contracts and new parameters. These could later be part of a
governance mechanism.
For these cold wallets, we use a 2 out of 3 multi-signature wallet
(https://github.com/gnosis/MultiSigWallet) and all of the owners of those multisignatures are three hardware wallets.
This wallet has the possibility to upgrade our VUCO token, as well as the ability to
extend functionality via super operators.
In relation to the methods of payment, if the user wishes to pay with:
• an ERC-20 based token (ETH or DAI), it will then be processed by a smart
contract on-chain and the user shall receive the VUCO directly into his
wallet; and/or
• BTC, credit card or fiat payment, it will then be processed by a third party
service merchant solution, whereby upon confirmation by the latter, the
VUCO shall be released.

SECURITY
The VUCOWORLD marketplace is relying on the security of Ethereum for the
functioning of its smart contracts. The only wallet that can affect the logic of our
smart contract is our multi-signature wallet which uses the gnosis MultiSig wallet
backed with three hardware wallets.
On our backend side, we manage a database that caches the smart contract events
to keep track of ownership. Our backend also stores temporary assets. On that side,
its responsibility is thus minimal.
As for fiat payment hot wallet, we are designing a daily auto-refill to ensure that only
a minimum amount of token is present, minimizing the consequence of a breach.

Vuco World Core Team

Executive Secretaries

Conclusion
VucoWorld is on track of becoming the #1 decentralized virtual world in the
metaverse, and we believe VUCOWORLD will become part of all our daily lives. In
these coming years our dedicated team will build unique ways to have fun, create,
collect, earn and govern within its VIRTUAL WORLD.
If you would like to be part of a growing $8 trillion dollar a year industry and be able
to monetize while having fun with friends, family and strangers from around the
world, then look no further than VUCOWORLD.
Join us now www.vucoworld.com

